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Executive Summary
The first phase of the audit was a literature review to identify innovative sustainable design across the world, to get an

understanding of the emerging trends in sustainable or “green” designs. Our literature review found sustainable practices

including: i) increased use of daylight for natural illumination, ii) optimization of energy performance, iii) using passive

methods for cooling buildings and iv) using sustainable design to improve communities.

The next phases of the audit involved an in-depth examination of Liberty Property Trust (LPT) and its approach to

sustainability in it business practices. This study of LPT consisted of independent research on the company, dialogue

with key organization members, review of data from company documents and site visits to three of the properties in

LPT’s portfolio. What emerged is a picture of LPT as a company that has a holistic/company wide approach to

sustainability.

Liberty Property Trust is a $5.7 billion Real Estate Investment Trust Company with over 77 million square feet of office

and industrial space in over 20 markets across the US and the UK. It has won multiple awards for the company’s

sustainable policies and practices. LPT’s approach to sustainability is tied to the vision of the late CEO, Willard G. Rouse

III and his beliefs in creating a better workplace for his employees.

For LPT this means creating “high performance” buildings which are expected to improve productivity, reduce operating 

expenses, produce happier and healthier workforces, create a greener brand and to do the right thing for the planet. To 

this end, LPT has utilized LEED – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design to create buildings that exemplifies it 

company sustainable policies.

Three such buildings (properties) were chosen from LPT’s portfolio for 

case studies:

1. Comcast Center, Philadelphia – office building certified LEED GOLD

2. One Crescent Drive, Philadelphia – office building certified LEED PLATINUM

3. JohnsonDiversey, Inc. Distribution Center, Sturtevant, Wisconsin – Industrial building certified LEED GOLD.



Executive Summary
Our key findings from these case studies and interviews with key staff revealed the following:

I. The main driver for sustainability is the creation of high performance buildings that result in operating cost reduction due lower

energy and water usage, increased worker productivity, better indoor air quality and reduce carbon emissions.

II. LPT has a comprehensive team for sustainable development, strategies, and operations and maintenance. LPT also hires LEED

consultants to advise on their projects all the way from conceptualization to post-construction management.

III. LPT uses a very pragmatic approach to choosing sustainable feature and operation processes. It focuses on features that will

provide cost-effective results instead of following trendy green designs.

IV. Benefits are passed on to the tenants through Triple Net Leases where applicable.

V. There are challenges associated with each phase of sustainable development and with LEED application process itself. These

include influencing tenants to adopt sustainable practices, and maintenance and operational issues with certain sustainable design

features such as white roofs and waterless urinals. In addition, the company is still trying to find a solution to gathering and

analyzing water usage and data to support improved worker productivity claims.

VI. LPT has shown that is possible to profitable, cost effective, efficient and still be sustainable (and LEED-certifiable).

Some of the benefits from LPT’s sustainable features include: cost savings due reduction in energy and water usage,

improved indoor air quality and a reduction green house gas emissions. Along with benefits are a number of

drawbacks/unintended consequences and challenges. The benefits of these high performance properties is shared

between LPT and its’ tenants or clients through Triple Net Leases where applicable.

An analysis and discussion of LPT’s approach to sustainability shows there are many similarities as well as differences

between their approach and those companies found in the literature review. Valuable lessons from LPT’s approach to

sustainability as highlighted above can be learnt for other companies wanting to adopt sustainability. Furthermore, we

also found unique innovations from our literature review that might be applicable for LPT’s consideration in their future

LEED projects. Hence, we also made recommendations to LPT’s sustainable strategy team and these include

incorporating sustainable design features such as co-generation plants for larger buildings, encouraging tenants to seek

LEED- Commercial Interior certification and incorporating more passive methods for cooling its buildings. These

recommendations would enhance LPT’s operations by helping reducing operating cost through further reduction in its

energy usage.



METHODOLOGY
Phase 1:
The team conducted a literature review of selected case studies around the world to identify new and innovative
sustainable designs.

Phase 2:
The team researched websites and publications from Liberty Property Trust (LPT) to establish its company profile and
foundations for case studies. The research continued with in-depth interviews with key members of the LPT
sustainability team to gather data on the company’s portfolio. Three properties were then selected to conduct case
studies, as they were considered to be LPT’s ideal representations of sustainable design and practices. They were the
Comcast Center and One Crescent Drive in Philadelphia and the JohnsonDiversey Distribution Center in Wisconsin.
Data was also obtained from LPT in the form of in-house case studies, reports and LEED certification documentation.
Site visits were conducted to Comcast Center and One Crescent Drive properties in Philadelphia, and to Boca
Colonnade, Florida. On these site visits, the property management teams were interviewed and a tour of the property
was conducted to understand the sustainable features and operations of the buildings themselves. A report was then
produced discussing the learning points from these case studies. The report highlighted the sustainable features found
at each property, drivers and justifications for these sustainable features.

Phase 3:
The issues and challenges of sustainable features at the 3 case studies were then analyzed. Several interviews were
conducted with key members of LPT sustainability team to get a clearer picture of how they addressed these
challenges. The structure of the team and how this helped LPT to implement its sustainable business strategies was
studied. The drawbacks and unintended consequences of the sustainable deign and operations were also explored.
The data was analyzed and a report was then compiled to highlight the findings.

Phase 4:
The three preceding reports were integrated and key findings and best practices compiled for this report. Key findings
will be discussed and we will recommend practices based on our comparison with the literature review.



LIBERTY PROPERTY TRUST 
COMPANY PROFILE



Incorporated in 1972, Liberty Property

Trust (LPT) is a $5.7 billion Real

Estate Investment Trust Company,

which owns over 77 million square

feet of office and industrial space in

over 20 markets across the US and

UK.

LPT began building LEED buildings in

2002 (first LEED Gold Certified was

completed in 2004) and has since

became America’s leading developer

of green office and industrial

buildings. Currently, 36 LEED projects

or about 8 million square feet (10%)

of their buildings (under construction

or completed) are LEED certified.

COMPANY PROFILE

Fig. 1 Sustainable Properties distribution in U.S. and 

U.K.

State Qty HIGHEST Achieved 

LEED Certification 

Pennsylvania 11 Platinum

Florida 6 Gold

Wisconcin 5 Gold

Virginia 3 Gold

South Carolina 3 Silver

Fig. 2 Table of distribution of Top 5 States with highest 

number of LEED-Certified Properties
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U.S. Green Building Council‟s 2006 National LEED Award
for Corporate Leadership

National Association of Industrial and Office Properties
2007 Green Development Award

CoreNet Global‟s 2008 Sustainability Leadership Award for
Design & Development

National Association of Industrial and Office Properties
2008 Developer of the Year Award

AWARDS AND LEED CERTIFICATION

COMPANY PROFILE

Developer of the Year 2008
Green Development Award 2007
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DRIVERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY



Sustainability is one of LPT‟s key
corporate strategy. LPT aim to be the
leader with sustainable/high
performance buildings throughout
their entire portfolio by developing
greener buildings and implementing
greening operations in new and
existing properties.

They view sustainability as a
continuous learning process and seek
to attract environmentally-conscious
companies and influence existing
tenants without intentions of going
green.

DRIVERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
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LPT‟s approach to sustainability was the vision of the late CEO,
Willard G. Rouse III (Bill). He believed in creating a better work
place for people who spend so much of their lives in LPT‟s
buildings. As such, it follows that LBT‟s mission statement,

Enhancing People’s Lives Through 

Extraordinary Work Environments

would mean that developing sustainable buildings would be a
great fit and natural progression in furthering LPT‟s objectives.

1. Senior Management Support

Smarter way to do business for tenants:

2. Sustainability increases leasing demand for properties

High performance 
business environment

Improved Productivity 
of employees

Reduction in operating expenses from 
lower maintenance costs, reduced energy 
& water usage

Happier work force

Healthier employees

Creates “green” brand 
value for tenants

Right thing to do for 
the planet
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DRIVERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY



3. Capital costs of some sustainable design features can be
similar or even lower than conventional figures

• Through good design to meet specification (e.g., additional
design and specialist construction costs can be offset by
reduced needs for building services systems and reduced
wastage.

• The reduction in running costs over a relatively short period
can be used to pay for modest additional capital costs.

• In a study conducted by LPT, they found only a cost premium
of developing a LEED-Certified Silver building (using green
power) is only 1.3%.

4. Buildings can be actively managed to maximize the income
rather than relying on increase in value of the assets.

5. Changing market needs and expectations

 Specific clients with a longer-term interest in a building

 Many major companies have been downsizing their
central office management and are not interested in
renting smaller spaces but of higher quality and with
more flexibility.

 Clients and tenants now demand better quality spaces
and are prepared to pay a premium for this, and such
spaces are more easily let in areas or times of
oversupply.

 Client groups and future tenants are much more
involved in the development process, and there has
been a shift in power in influencing design (e.g., the
Comcast Center was built in consultation with the lead
tenant, Comcast).

DRIVERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
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Developmental Costs for Bull Ridge Distribution 

Center, North Carolina 
   

 Total $ $ PSF 

Warehouse Lighting (T5 6-Lamp Flourescent) 25,110  0.07 

Warehouse Mechanical   

  -Cambridge Units vs Gas Heaters 4,778   

  -Interlock Fans & Louvers 7,511   

  -CO & CO2 Monitoring 15,894   

  Subtotal Warehouse Mechanical 28,183  0.08 

Green Power (100% Wind & Solar, 2-yr Contract) 13,566  0.04 

Upfit Costs (Above Standard) 61,800  0.18 

Soft Costs   

  -LEED Consultant 36,250   

  -General Contractor 18,294   

  -Commissioning Agent 7,500   

  -Architect 5,000   

  -Civil Engineer 3,500   

  -USGBC 2,950   

  -Landscape Architect 1,500   

  Subtotal Soft Costs 74,994  0.22 
   

Estimated Total Added Cost for LEEDS-CS 203,653  0.60 

Overall Shell Costs 15,573,951  45.67 

Impact/Upcharge to Overall Project 1.3%  
 

(Source: Liberty Property Trust (2009) The Value of High 

Performance Buildings- Case Studies)



APPROACHES TO SUSTAINABILITY



1. Achieve 30% reduction in energy usage on average in all buildings by 2012 (Committed publicly
to the BOMA “7-Point Challenge” - coincides with BOMA‟s Gold Standard).

2. Benchmark energy usage in all buildings with Energy Star Portfolio Manager

3. Implement several low/zero energy cost energy conservation measures in all buildings – primary
focus is on those that LPT receive bills for.

4. Lighting Retrofit Program for about 80 buildings

5. Partnership with other organizations to implement conversion of existing buildings into “smart”
buildings

Improve Energy Performance

1. Enhanced recycling programs for paper, cardboard, glass, plastic, metals, light bulbs and
batters in some markets. Meet BOMA “7-Point Challenge” to reduce the use of natural
resources, non-renewable energy sources and waste production.

2. Low/no VOC paints used in spaces to improve indoor air quality

3. Use of Green Seal certified cleaning products and removal of all toxic cleaning products

4. Reduce Greenhouse gas emissions

Sustainable Building Operations

Company Sustainable Policies

1. Water Saving – no specific standards for water reduction. However, in landscaping, architects
are encouraged to use design to reduce water throughout landscaping different properties.
Landscape architect is doing landscaping in saving water.

Water
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Staff Certification
The following staff positions must achieve Green Advantage Certification, the cost of which
(approx. $500 per employee) is borne by LPT:

1. Leasing Managers (LMs)

2. Development Managers (DMs)

3. City Managers (CMs)

4. Senior Property Managers (SPMs)

1. All new office buildings will be built to achieve a minimum LEED Silver certification where
possible. LEED certification is the ultimate goal. Used as the roadmap. This is low cost item,
will do for this year.

2. Energy Star is a big chuck of points for LEED-EB. Stepping stone for LEED-EB. Once done,
will focus on water. Have already got recycling.

3. 2. All Warehouse buildings will also be built to achieve a minimum LEED Silver certification
where possible. Where building types do not qualify, a minimum sustainable spec will be
used. Believe that LEED is the right path. Very well thought out.

4. Tenant improvements (for any new tenants moving into space) are made using Green TI
Spec (an internal benchmark for to LPT created by LEED development manager – principles
are taken from LEED)

5. All new LPT offices have to achieve a minimum of LEED-CI silver certification.

LEED Certification
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1. All LPT employees receive continuous education on ways to
incorporate sustainability into their jobs and the company
operations.

• For example, all property managers are required green
Advantage certification (see www.greenadvantage.org).

• LPT‟s 12 LEED APs in the companies act as resource and
knowledge center for rest of LPT, and continuously train
people as needed.

• Peer group training always includes some session
relating to sustainability.

• Monthly property manager calls and discuss
sustainability items.

• Sustainability Manager sends out monthly sustainable
tips for all employees.

• All property managers are required to complete Energy
Star training.

2. Fuel efficiency driving tips provided for technicians. For
example, technicians are sent tips monthly and are taught to
adhere to LPT‟s policies for improving fuel efficiency. Gas
mileage is monitored.

3. The costs for training employees is minimal ($52,650) as
they use in-house experts (as mentioned earlier) to conduct
training sessions. In terms of the man-hours spent, it is
approximately 1691 hours for the entire organization.

Employee Education 
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Company Sustainable Policies

Who What Approx

Cost

Session

Hours

# of 

participa

nts

Total 

Training 

Hours

CMs Quarterly 

Meetings

$800 4 40 160

CMs, 

DMs, LMs

& SPMs

Green 

Advantag

e

$44,000 8 109 872

Various LEED V3 

Session

$150 3 94 282

All PMs Energy 

Star

$2500 5 65 325

Various LEED AP $5200 4 13 52

Total Dollars $52,650 24 321 1691

LPT Training for Sustainability (2008 – 2009)



After senior management has decided on building or renovating sustainably,
the major issue and challenge is then deciding what features will be used
and which features will not. LPT is guided by the principle of building high
performance building that would lead to LEED certification. Experience
in knowing what to choose makes a difference in cost. Having now done 36
LEED certified buildings LPT now has a list of “best practices,” initiatives and
features that are not only cost effective and have a high return on
investment and contribute to high performance and have achieved LEED
certification.

When a project is initially envisioned, a few of LPT‟s top management come
together and have a design charrette. This meeting is normally between
the Senior Vice President of Development, the Chief Operating Officer, and
the City Manager of the region in which the project is to be built. In this
meeting the initial deign of the building including possible square footages,
prospective tenant types, and its high performance features are devised.
From here the design is given to the architects and engineers who then
go back to LPT with comments or suggestions. LPT also enlists the services
of a LEED consultant on each project who helps in attaining the maximum
credits for certification. Although the development process is iterative with
some back and forth between each party involved, LPT is unique in the fact
that they have final say on the input of direction of each project. However,
major tenants such as Johnson Diversy may also have a significant
influence on the selection of sustainable features of the building for projects
that were initiated by them.

Because of this complex system of design and redesign, another major
hurdle in the process of development involves project management. With
the large amount of information and people involved in a project it can
often be difficult to plan, organize and manage each aspect of it in an
effective manner. Making sure that each party is privy to correct and up to
date information is no small task. Because of LPT„s size as a company, both
in the amount of employees and the geographic location of these
employees, the effective management of each project is vital to its success.

Selection of Sustainable Features
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Database of LPT’s 

best practices Design Charrette

Decision on initial 

design of building, 

tenant types, high 

performance features

Architects and 

engineers

LEED Certification

Project Management

Design Development 

and Construction

LEED Consultant

Envisioning of new 

project by top 

management

Feedbacks & Suggests
Guides

Process

Arrow Legend

Client 

Involvement

Company Sustainable Policies



1. According to Pitts (2004), there are assumptions in the
marketplace that:

 Sustainable buildings cost significantly more to design and
construct

 There are only savings and reductions in energy consumption,
which at current prices are a small fraction of total running
costs.

2. How does LPT quell its skeptics?

 Firstly, LPT does not market their properties as “sustainable”
(due to associated perception of cost premiums), but rather as
high performance buildings, where substantial savings can
be made.

 The Vice President of LPT, Jim, informed us LPT selects features
that only adds to the performance of the building and not just
because they are „green‟. This has a profound impact on their
cost of construction. We were informed that most of the cost
premium of their buildings range between 3-5 % and that
there are significant cost savings in terms of maintaining the
building in the long term. This is in addition to the increased
tenant satisfaction levels and worker productivity levels in their
buildings.

 The majority of LPT‟s leases are Triple Net Lease, which passes
cost-savings from insurances, tax, and operations and
maintenance expenses directly to the tenant.

Justifying Sustainable Buildings to Tenants
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Skillsets needed for Sustainability
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SENIOR VICE 
PRESIDENT OF 
DEVELOPMENT

CHIEF OPERATING 
OFFICER

CITY 
MANAGER

LEASING 
TEAM    

ARCHITECT                       
LEED CONSULTANT    
CONTRACTOR

PROPERTY 
MANAGER

SUSTAINABILITY                                   
MANAGER

PROJECT 
MANAGER

R
ev

ie
w

 T
ea

m

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER                       

SVP DIRECTOR 
OF PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT                              

VP PORTFOLIO 
TECHNOLOGY                                   

GENERAL 
COUNSEL/EXEC 

STRATEGY 
LEADER                               

SUSTAINABILITY                                   
MANAGER

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT TEAM SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY TEAM

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT TEAM

CHIEF OPERATING 
OFFICER

SVP DIRECTOR OF 
PROPERTY 

MANAGEMENT                              

CITY MANAGER

SENIOR PROPERTY 
MANAGER
PROPERTY 

MANAGER

REGIONAL 
PROPERTY 
MANAGER

ASSOCIATE PROPERTY 
MANAGER

ADMINISTRATIVE 

ASST

TENANT SERVICE 
TECHNICIAN

SUSTAINABILITY                                   
MANAGER

LPT has has implemented a Sustainable Development team, a

Strategy team and at the property level, a sustainable

operations/maintenance team to look after the multi-faceted

aspects of sustainability for their properties. The Sustainable

Development Team is responsible for managing the development

of the sustainable building from concept to completion; the

Sustainable Strategy Team is responsible for developing

programs to educate staff and tenants on green approaches and

implementing sustainable projects across the entire portfolio; The

Property Team is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the

property including operations and maintenance, leasing and

overseeing contracts of cleaning services to vendors. Every

building has a property manager and technician assigned to it,

although the same people may be assigned to more than one

building at any one time.



1. As mentioned earlier, all LPT employees,
whether or not they are operating LEED
buildings, are trained in sustainable operations
and are required to obtain Green Advantage
Certification to operate their buildings as
sustainably as possible.

2. In addition, the Sustainability Manager works
with the Director or Property Management,
Director of Development, Director of Training,
HR Director to conduct internal training on
sustainable topics as needed. These training
sessions are done via video conferencing and
cost very little to the organization.

3. There are no special staffing needs for
particular sustainable features in their buildings
as LPT usually contracts cleaning services to
outside vendors. If there is a special feature
that requires extra training, LPT would either
train those specific personnel, or hire a vendor
for that particular maintenance.

Training for Sustainable Maintenance and Operations
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Innovation through Experimentation

Case Study: Bottom Ash

In some instances Liberty has implemented the use of some

“non-traditional” initiatives to not only gain LEED credit but to

set their properties apart from the competition. The issue and

challenge with implementing some of these “non-traditional”

initiatives is that they are not tried and true practices that you

can look at previous experience to guide your current

direction. Instead a trial by fire technique is used where you

learn as you go.

In the case of the JohnsonDiversy project, bottom ash from

local power plants and landfills was used as a sub base for

the concrete slab. In this case, the idea was brought to

Liberty by the general contractor of the project, Riley

Construction. Riley had used bottom ash before and had

proposed the idea to Liberty, who after researching the

product, were able to sell the idea to the client. The use of the

product was a tremendous success and helped achieve

multiple LEED credits.



There is a widespread perception that green cleaning (i.e. use of green cleaning

techniques and non-toxic, biodegradable, cleaning products made from renewable

resources) cost more and do not clean as effectively.

LPT has found that there is no cost premium for green cleaning. The previous cost for

regular cleaning was $2.62 psf compared to the cost of green cleaning now at $1.62 psf

(Theilheimer, p. c.). Often green cleaning solutions has a higher dilution index and would

actually save you more money than regular cleaning products. However it takes a

knowledgeable staff, good vendors and good contract negotiation. For example, a

Project Manager managed to save $1 per square foot on green cleaning, not because it

was green, but because of good contract negotiation. This was the same with a change

in window cleaners. They managed to change to an environmentally friendly cleaner, and

still saved $400,000 over the 3 year contract term.

Setting up a recycling program costs a little to add bins, but the ongoing costs come out

even since regular trash pulls are reduced as pulls for the recycled items are added.

In 2005, LPT conducted a pilot project to test out green cleaning. They approached a

tenant who was interested in participating in the project. The offices were cleaned with

cleaning products and with green cleaning techniques for 3 months. It was found that the

building was just as clean and didn’t cost them any more money.

Given the success of their pilot test, LPT started rolling out Green Cleaning throughout

their portfolio, and in 2007 has mandated Green Cleaning across all their properties.

10

Innovation through Experimentation
Case Study: Green Cleaning

Pilot Testing



LIBERTY PROPERTY TRUST 

CASE STUDIES



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2008 PHILADELPHIA, PA 

COMCAST CENTER
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Profile

COMCAST CENTER

The Comcast Center is a 58-story office tower with approx. 1,250,000 rentable square feet. It
offers 23,000 sq ft of restaurant and retail space. About One-half acre landscaped public park with
fountains.

The building incorporates sustainable design approach based on US Green Building Council‟s LEED
principles, and was certified LEED Gold, making it of the tallest LEED-certified green skyscrapers
in the country.

Major Tenants

1) The largest tenant, Comcast Corporation, a leading national entertainment, information and
communications company, occupies over 1 million ft2 or 89% of the building. The office serves as
the world headquarters of the building and much of the design and space layout was influenced by
Comcast Corporation.

2) The second largest tenant is Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania, which leases 56,000 ft2 of office
and retail space.

13



Sustainable Design Features

In an effort to create a healthy workplace from
superior indoor air quality, the use of VOC paints,
adhesives, sealants, carpet , composite woods and
other finish materials were minimized. Ozone-depleting
HCFCs or halons from A/C and fire systems were also
eliminated. Rigorous air filtration is used to capture
airborne contaminants. Fresh air is supplied whenever
needed to reduce employee fatigue and improve
productivity. This is done efficiently and economically
with CO2 sensors are located on each floor, which
flushes each floor with outdoor air only when
necessary.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

COMCAST CENTER
LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 14



Comcast Center‟s Winter Garden, four three-story atria
on the building's south façade and 9-foot continuous
windows and 11-foot high ceilings on all office floors
brings natural light deep into the building.

The glass curtain wall blocks 60% of heat from the sun
while allowing 70% of sunlight from being transmitted
by using insulation and double-glazing. This provides
ample daylight (which has been suggested to improve
worker productivity) while reducing energy used for
lighting.

ABUNDANT DAYLIGHT

Sustainable Design Features

COMCAST CENTER
LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 15



 The building was also designed to reduce heat-island
effect by 70%, by locating all parking underground,
use of water fountains to cool building and
landscaping.

 Has floor vents to condition only the low, occupant-
level areas.

 Seasonally maintains floor temperature with hot and
cold underwater loops.

 Exhausts hot air using ceiling fans instead of more
energy-intensive A/C.

 Taps require zero energy as they are solar powered.

 The hydraulic lifts (also the fastest lifts in the east
coast of US) in the building also generate energy
when they descend.

 Energy management system for measurement,
verification, and use allocation of resources, as well
as continuous tracking of building system operations
and resources.

ENERGY SAVINGS 

Sustainable Design Features

COMCAST CENTER
LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED

• In line with company-wide energy-
saving policies to reduce more than
30% of energy usage in buildings.

DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS
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Comcast Center was designed around good urban
development. It is sited on a long-abandoned site above a
major rail station and sits at a major public transportation
node, thereby encouraging the use of public
transportation. About 80% of building occupants use public
transportation and has only 120 private parking spaces.

Also as it was sited on a brownfield site, it revilalized
surrounding areas.

ENCOURAGING PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION

Sustainable Design Features

COMCAST CENTER
LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED

• The use of mass transit instead of
automobiles by building users has
the potential to reduce carbon
emissions from commuting up to
50%  reducing greenhouse gas

emissions. It also reduces the need
for parking lots and therefore
reduces construction and
maintenance costs for the building.

DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS

17



Sustainable Design Features

COMCAST CENTER
LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED

Every year, the building reduces about 3 million gallons of
drinking water per year (41% of that used by a similar
building of its size) and 4950 gallons of sewage from
entering the sewage system (24% less than a typical office
building of its size) through water saving features such as
waterless urinals (saving 1.6 million gallons per year) and
reusing abandoned water tanks below the train station to
capture rainwater for landscape irrigation. The landscaped
terraces also helps to collect rainwater for recycling.

About 20% of the building was made with recycled
content, and 77% of all construction waste was recycled,
diverting over 20,000 tons of debris from landfills.

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS
• Using recycled building materials and

green products have gone beyond
LPT‟s company wide policies.

• Waterless urinals were justified even
though it is more costly to maintain
as it saves water, more hygienic and
does not break down.

18



Occupant Benefit:

Sensory satisfaction from indirect lighting
strategies, thermal comfort and superior indoor
air quality.

Increased productivity and health

Reduced healthcare costs and absenteeism

Energy and resource efficiency reduces
operating costs

 Waterless urinals waste less water and
sewer costs, does not have a
flushometer that can break down.

Location and accessibility

 allows tenants to draw a labor pool from
the most geographic expansive area

 Reduces commuting time

 Easy accessibility to regional rails,
Amtrak‟s 30th Street Station and
Philadelphia International Airport

BENEFITS

Benefits and Drawbacks

COMCAST CENTER

DRAWBACKS

 Cost premiums to develop and maintain
certain sustainable features such as the
energy-generation elevators and waterless
urinals respectively.

 Rarity of site suggests that not every
property can be sited near major public
transportation nodes.

 Issue with waterless urinals: The Plumbers
Union claimed that they were unsanitary
and would provide less work for plumbers.
As a result of city officials intervention, LPT
compromised by building piping that would
allow water to flow to urinals in case they
needed to be converted. Waterless urinals
also cost more to maintain and more labor-
intensive (wiped down daily). For every
9000 uses, the chemical needs to be
replaced.
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PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2005 PHILADELPHIA, PA 

ONE CRESCENT BOULEVARD, NAVY 

YARD

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE (NAVY YARD)
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Profile 

One Crescent Drive is a four-story commercial office building

located in the Philadelphia Navy Yard Corporate Center. It was

designed by architect Robert A.M. Stern. The site was developed by

Liberty Property Trust and Synterra Partners. It is a part of a larger

development (Navy Yard Corporate Center) in the 70 acre historic

site. It is the first LEED-CS Platinum office building (developer built

2005) in the USA.

Tenants:

PNC Bank

Aker American Shipping

Neclthmoek

Rutem

Resources America

NDI Engineering

ITT

Connolly Inc.

IROKU Pharmaceuticals

GBS

Turcon

Site Details:

• 76,361 square feet of 

Class A office space.

• Curved glass facade

• 4 story day-lit atrium.

• Park like setting with 

putting green

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 22



View of Atrium 

Sustainable Design Features

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE

ABUNDANT DAYLIGHT

Glass curtain wall and atrium allow 90% of floor area to have natural light.

LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 23



• Use of high efficiency

HVAC systems. Low

temperature VAV air

distribution system and

latent heat recovery

wheel in air vent unit

• Use of revolving

entrance door to help

maintain thermal

envelope

• Room occupancy

sensors for interior

lights. Timers for

exterior lights.

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE

Sustainable Design Features

ENERGY SAVING

LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 27



The site was chosen to allow for

reuse of existing infrastructure.

(brownfield site)

During construction 40 % of

materials were sourced locally and

95 % of construction waste was

recycled.

Sustainable Design Features
SITE LOCATION & 

CONSTRUCTION 

MATERIALS

The location allowed for reuse of existing infrastructure.

Provided park-like setting for additional outside amenities.

Close to existing residential neighborhoods.

The Navy Yard Corporate Center is located within the

Keystone Opportunity Improvement Zone which reduces

the City/State Tax burden for qualifying tenants until 2018

DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 24



Preferred parking included for hybrid and

alternative vehicles. Free parking with

easy access to public transportation.

Bike Rack and showers provided to

encourage alternative transport, exercise

and healthy living.

Sustainable Design Features

ENCOURAGING 

ALTERNATIVE 

FORMS OF TRAVEL

DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE

Reduces Greenhouse

gases in line with

company-wide policies.

LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 25



Cleaning done during daylight hour to

reduce energy cost. Interior materials

and cleaning process selected to

maintain clean air environment.

Use of wind generated energy to power

building’s common areas and interior

lighting has helped to reduce its overall

carbon foot print.

Single stream recycling program – in

building waste is divided into wet and dry

trash. This two forms of waste a sorted

off site by a contracted vendor.

In line with company policies

to use non-harmful cleaning

products, reduce greenhouse

gas emissions and recycling

efforts.

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE

DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS

Sustainable Design Features

SUSTAINABLE 

OPERATIONS

LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 26



Native landscaping 

installed requires no 

irrigation.

Water saving faucets and 

toilets. Sensor faucets and 

low flow fixtures reduces 

water use by 30%. 

In line with company 

policies to reduce 

water usage. 

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE

DRIVERS & 

JUSTIFICATIONS

Sustainable Design Features

WATER SAVING

LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 28



3 acres of green space with putting area for tenants to play 

and interact

Other Site Features

ONE CRESCENT DRIVE LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED 32



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2007 STURTERVANT, WA

JOHNSONDIVERSEY DISTRIBUTION CENTER

35



Profile

• JohnsonDiversey Inc is a leading global

provider of environmentally friendly

commercial cleaning products

• Member of the SC Johnson family of

companies

• Long history of sustainable business

practices and achievements

• Building sustainably fit their business

model

• 1997 – global headquarters in

Sturtevant, WI were built to high

efficiency, high performance standard\

• HQ building achieved LEED-EB Gold in

2004. This set the bar for future

buildings.

• Distribution center achieved LEED-EB

Gold in 2007

Johnson Diversity Global Headquarters

Johnson Diversity Distribution Center

JOHNSONDIVERSEY DISTRIBUTION CENTER
36



Sustainable Design Features

ADAPTABILITY

 Actual: 552,000 sq ft 

 Building is expandable to: 800,000 

sq ft

SITE SELECTION

 Picked site with retention pond on 

property

 Open space is three times the 

building footprint

 Reduce urban heat effect, 

increase stormwater filtration, 

connect humans to outdoors

JOHNSONDIVERSEY 

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 37



ENCOURAGING ALTERNATIVE FORMS 

OF TRANSPORTATION

 Preferred parking is given to those in carpools or 

fuel efficient vehicles

 Bike racks, secure storage and showers provided

 Served by two bus routes and located near train 

station that serves both Chicago and Milwaukee

 Received a variance from zoning board to 

REDUCE parking spaces

Sustainable Design Features

JOHNSONDIVERSEY 

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 38



Sustainable Design Features

WATER EFFICIENCY

 Restrooms equipped with low flow toilets and waterless 

urinals

 Faucets have flow restricting aerators

 Results in a 51% water savings

 Native landscaping does not require irrigation

JOHNSONDIVERSEY 

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 39



Sustainable Design Features

ENERGY AND 

ATMOSPHERE

 To reduce heat gain and loss, insulation 

was increased to   R-13 on walls and R-

19 on ceilings and a highly reflective 

TPO (Thermoplastic Olefin or Polyolefin) 

roof was installed

 Not air-conditioned

 Achieved through pressurization and 

ventilation processes

 Lighting is reduced through the use of 

timers and sensors 

 Fork trucks converted to electric from 

propane which increases indoor air 

quality but increases electricity. To 

combat this high frequency battery 

charging station was implemented

 Building uses 40% less energy

 Reflective roof 

causes snow to 

melt slowly, making 

access risky.

 A lot of designing 

had to go into 

HVEC system to 

improve indoor air 

quality, incurring a 

longer design and 

build time. 

DRAWBACKS

JOHNSONDIVERSEY 

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 40



Sustainable Design Features

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

 Johnson used a variety of materials with high recycled

content including caret tile, marmoleum flooring,

drywall and acoustical tiles, and insulation. They used

waterless urinals and low-mercury lamps. Low-VOC

adhesives, sealants and paints were used wherever

possible.

 The most innovative recycled material was bottom

ash, a 100% post-consumer material. Bottom ash is a

granular material that is a byproduct of coal power

plants, which is typically sent to landfills. Johnson

used this as a floor slab base.

 A total of 12,310 tons of bottom ash were used

 Of the 964 tons of waste generated during

construction 941 tons were recycled

Bottom Ash 

JOHNSONDIVERSEY 

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED 41



ISSUES & CHALLENGES



Influencing Tenants to Go Green
LPT face significant challenges in influencing tenants to adopt green practices. However, they address these

challenges by conducting roundtables to educate tenants in the building about the green practices that LPT uses,

and a monthly newsletter on tips to save energy and water is sent to them.

Recycling

 LPT has a recycling program that includes paper, cardboard, glass, cans/metals, bottles and light bulbs for all

their properties. However, it is not mandatory, so not all tenants practice recycling judiciously. All LPT can do is

to continue communicating. We were informed that the most effective thing is repetitive positive

communication. Each city communicates with their tenants differently (letters, flyers, and specific emails) .

Saving Energy

 For properties that involve shared tenants (number about 160 in total), LPT currently bills tenants based on the

square footage of their buildings, and not how much energy they consume. Thus, there may not be much of an

incentive for employees of the tenants to reduce energy usage.

 Sub-metering may be a solution to increase ownership and responsibility in reducing energy costs for tenants,

but we were informed that sub-metering would be expensive to implement.

LEED-Commercial Interior

 Many of LPT’s clients are not interested in obtaining LEED Certification due to cost and the current state of the

economy.

 LPT does not want to push them further as they are cognizant that it may not be economically feasible for

tenants to achieve LEED for commercial interiors, and this is especially true for smaller tenants. Furthermore,

we were informed by the Sustainability Manager that companies in general are not willing to spend anything

extra right now.

 In the future, one way to encourage them to do more is to partner with a LEED consultant to help with the fit

out and show them how to do so in a cost-effective manner, particularly for LEED buildings. Once LPT can get

a tenant into a CI’s space with very little extra upfront costs, other tenants may start following suit. LPT has

recently implemented LEED-CI for LPT offices and should use this knowledge to start this concept.



1. Increasing worker Productivity is one of the claims that LPT makes to their
tenants. In our interview with Jim Lutz, Vice President of LPT, he gave the
example of how LPT justifies improved worker productivity levels with
associated cost-savings for their tenants.

 If the rent LEED building: $20 per sq ft per month and the average salary
of an employee is $40,000 per year, and each employee takes about 200 sq
ft office space, the cost of employee‟s salary is about $200 psf. If there is
an increase in 3% increase in productivity that would translate to a $6 psf
in savings, which would cover more than the operating cost of the building
by 75% and reduces cost of rent by 30%.

2. LPT has partnered with Rutgers University to conduct a study on Worker
Productivity but as the study has not been published, we were unable to
understand how exactly productivity was measured. Nonetheless, we were
directed to a study conducted by the University of San Diego (2008) which used
similar measures:

 Sick Days

 Self-reported productivity based on the following fields:
 Distraction (interruptions, crowding, noise, privacy, overall

atmosphere)
 Environmental Services (ventilation, heating, natural lighting, artificial

lighting)
 Office layout (personal storage, general storage, work area, desk,

overall office layout, position of colleagues, ventilation space)
 Interaction (social interaction, work interaction, physical security,

creative physical environment)
 Designated areas (informal meeting areas, formal meeting areas, quiet

areas)
 Comfort (décor, cleanliness, overall comfort)
 Informal interaction points (position of equipment, refreshment areas).

Measuring Worker Productivity

10



3. Despite the attempt to quantify worker productivity, it may
not be necessarily important for leasing. In our interview
with Jim Lutz, he challenged the notion that we needed
absolute data before LPT could market their properties in
terms of worker productivity. Furthermore, he mentioned
that worker productivity was difficult to measure as no
worker will respond in the same way to the environment.

“The cost to make this building sustainable is so inexpensive
that if you just get 1% increase in productivity it pays 100%
of the cost. Therefore you don’t need a 15% increase in
productivity, but I can believe 1% increase in productivity.
There are many studies out there that shows that views to
nature, daylighting, can affect health and happiness and
how they are going to do in their job. The potential is so
high and the cost so low that you don’t need an absolute
data to do it. That is why selling the benefits of productivity
is a more sophisticated sale, so we take our tenants into the
space, where it feels good and there is fresh air. When
tenants walk into the space, they just like it. The biggest
part is probably the views and the daylighting. Most clients
don’t want to look at studies or research. They will make
their decision based on their experience of the building.
Even if you showed them the studies they will question the
methodology.” – Jim Lutz, Vice President, Liberty Property
Trust

Measuring Worker Productivity

10



Site Selection
Site Selection
Another one of the “best practices” that we gathered from our interviews was that

of site selection. The process of site selection should be well thought out due to

the many implications that a good site or a bad site might have.

Site selection can involve many different things and can help a building achieve

several LEED points. A building’s layout effects availability and duration of

natural sunlight, which can also have a large impact on overall energy usage and

performance. By locating a site on or within a certain distance of public

transportation or on a Brownfield site can also gain points towards LEED

certification.

When we spoke to Jim Lutz, Senior Vice President of Development for Liberty,

he stressed the importance of site selection and how over the past few years the

process has changed. Jim said that in the past developers asked the question,

“How does it look from the street?” Now he points to the notion that developers

are beginning to ask, “How can we orient the building to maximize it’s

performance?”

For an industry that is so focused on image and marketability this seems to be a

very significant ideological shift. This is the challenge of this practice, it has

taken some time for it to catch on. However as developers begin to learn that

issues of site selection can help reduce overall building cost and actually add to

the design and marketability of a building it will become less of a challenge.



LEED Certification

LEED Certification Process
1. The process begins with the selection of credits to be obtain in association with the 

LEED Rating been pursued by LPT.
2. Design strategies are discussed to meet the facility criteria for operational and 

economic performance.
3. The environmental analysis is also carried out  to complete the triple bottom line 

approach.
4. Designs produced must satisfy the LEED credit system  and involves the 

investigation multiple alternatives that are compared on the basis of cost, energy 
use cost  and maintenance cost.

5. The process is conducted through the use of integrated teams that involve all 
stakeholders that generally seek innovative sustainability solutions.

6. The actual application process involves several steps depending on the rating being 
sought: preliminary design review, preliminary design review response, final design 
review, project team acceptance or appeal, preliminary construction review, 
preliminary construction response, final construction review, project team 
construction acceptance or appeal and certification award (www.usgbc.org).

Challenges:
1. The existing rating system may not apply to the specific facility being designed.
2. New review system under UGCI will be much more rigorous than before with several expert 

reviewing the application where previously there was only one.
3. Some credits may require much more rigorous research/design than anticipated.
4. Past rating system made it much more difficult to gain LEED-EB certification as earning the  

credits involved extensive reworking of buildings and this made it unfeasibly financially.
5. Some features may have to be reworked in the construction phase.
6. Process involves extensive paperwork, time consuming design and review processes.
7. There is no guarantee of the points (you may get more or less than anticipated). 



Maintenance and Operations

Glass Windows

The glass curtain wall and atrium in One 

Crescent Drive allows 90% of floor area to 

have natural light.

23

Challenges:
 The high amount of glass used in One

Crescent Drive, Navy Yard to increase

daylight poses significant challenges for

cleaning.

 The 4-storey atrium in One Crescent

Drive requires the use of cleaning

equipment and lifts for cleaners to get up

there.

 LPT currently contracts out cleaning

services to companies that follow green

cleaning procedures.

 We were informed by the operations

manager of the building that there is a

cost premium associated with the window

cleaning, but as there are currently no

comparable building to rate this against.



Challenges
Fixed Sunshades make it difficult to 

clean the exterior glass. 

 LPT has to rent a lift for cleaning staff 

to clean each section of the windows, 

which incurs a cost premium of about 5% 

more. 

 However, as they have more than one 

property in Navy Yard that uses this 

feature, the cost of the lift rental is 

shared.  

Maintenance and Operations
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Sun shades and reflective white roof  reduces need for air-

conditioning.

Sunshades



Maintenance & Operations

Comcast Center saves about 1.4 million gallons of drinking
water per year (41% of that used by a similar building of
its size) and 4950 gallons of sewage from entering the
sewage system (24% less than a typical office building of
its size) through reusing abandoned water tanks below the
train station to capture rainwater for landscape irrigation.
The landscaped terraces also helps to collect rainwater for
recycling.

Challenges:

We received feedback from the property manager of
Comcast Center, Natalie Kidd that one of the most
challenging aspects of this is closely monitoring the quality
of rainwater. The maintenance staff currently performs
periodic inspections of rainwater but it is still very difficult
to ensure the quality of rainwater and manage the
irrigation system.

18

Capturing Rainwater



Maintenance & Operations

10

The main challenge with green cleaning is the

perception of cleanliness. For example,

because Green Seal disinfectants do not emit

odors, tenants and janitors do not feel that

they are effective disinfectants. According to a

LPT employee we interviewed, she remarked

“when people walk into toilets, they expect a

certain kind of disinfectant smell. If it is

absent, people tend to get suspicious,” and

acknowledged that a shift in mindset is

needed.

Recommendation:

Educate tenants using posters illustrating why

disinfectants with odors are bad for health

and why Green Cleaning products should be

used.

Green Cleaning



Maintenance & Operations

EPA’s Energy Star Portfolio Manager:
1. Energy Star Portfolio Manager monitors a building energy performance and is used to benchmark

individual buildings so that properties in the company‟s portfolio can be compared for efficiency. It
also helps to prioritize upgrades existing buildings and sustainability features for new buildings.

2. LPT uses Energy Star to monitor the cost associated with its energy usage and to monitor its
greenhouse gas emissions near real time on an internet site to enable building managers to know
instantly when something goes wrong and fix the problem immediately (resulting in energy and water
savings). This new tool will be rolled out in phases. In Phase 1, mainly properties where LPT controls
electricity usage (about 160 buildings). Phase 2 will be implemented next year, where this real time
monitoring system will be implemented across all properties. This system has been synchronized for
automatic data upload to Energy Star Portfolio Manager for energy, while LPT is still developing a tool
for water (either using EPA or their own in-house systems). The data generated is used in building
performance report and support the claims of energy efficiency.

3. LPT is implementing the Energy Star Portfolio Management System across all its properties to enable
real-time monitoring of energy to allow building operations team to reduce energy wastage.

Challenges:

• Obtaining and processing utility data from different tenants on continuous basis. It is
difficult to obtain all utility bills especially from buildings where tenant receive separate
electric bills and when you have to track monthly bills from hundreds of buildings in
your portfolio.

• Establishing baseline for comparison between different types of properties. This
includes accounting for square footage where you have unusual spaces like a bank
drive-through. If more than 10% of your building has a different usage than
comparable facilities then you do not receive a baseline rating.

• Ensuring efficient use of energy by tenants in order to maintain performance rating.
Tenant have to be repeatedly encouraged to use their buildings efficiently.

• Sub-metering system is the ideal way to track energy use but this is expensive to
implement in existing building. It may also require additional training for property
management staff to track and use the data.

• Energy star does not have a place to automatically input water usage. Data from
multiple tenants/facilities must be entered manually and this is not feasible.

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0WTb_ymbQtLC0QBLOCjzbkF/SIG=12ijirk50/EXP=1259126566/**http:/www.homelighting.com/magazine/logos/Energy Star.jpg
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Unintended Consequences
White vs. Black Roofs
One of the most common best practices currently used by

Liberty is the installation of a white TPO (Thermoplastic

polyolefin) roof. The use of this material gains LEED credit

for reducing the heat island effect. However, recently the

use of this product in certain climates has caused some

issues and challenges.

Because the roof surface is highly reflective heat is not

retained which reduces the heat island effect. In the winter

in these northern climates this, however, has lead to issues

with ice and snow build up. On a winter morning snow and

ice on the roof do not melt as quickly as compared to snow

and ice on a roof with a black surface. When this snow and

ice does not melt, the roof has trouble breathing and

condensation forms between the TPO membrane and the

roof. This moisture can eventually migrate into the building

itself and cause mechanical as well as maintenance issues.

Currently Liberty is looking at the issue and deciding

whether or not to continue using this roof system in

Northern climates. They are also looking at installing black

roofs instead as they can help absorb and retain heat during

winter and reduce heating requirements. This system has

had no unintended consequences in other areas where

Liberty has installed it.

White Roof at One Crescent Boulevard, Navy Yard



Unintended Consequences
Waterless Urinals
The use of waterless urinals is a commonly used feature across Liberty’s portfolio. These units

require no water to flush and no flush valves or other control hardware to operate. Instead, they use

replaceable cartridges that contain a liquid sealant. The difference in specific gravity between the trap

solution and urine create a liquid seal. The lighter specific gravity of the seal enables liquid to float to

the top of the urine while sealing the discharge line and preventing sewer odors from backing up into

the restroom (Facilitiesnet.com). The seals have to be changed after every 10,000 uses.

The water savings and reductions of this one feature greatly contribute to LEED points in Water

Efficiency. The waterless urinal feature at the Comcast Center would save about 1.6 million gallons of

water a year. Much like the white TPO roofs, though, they have had some unintended

consequences.

Waterless urinals at Comcast 

Center

Unintended Consequences:
Odors

 In some instances tenants have complained of distinct odors. After investigation Liberty concluded that

in some instances the cartridges were not being changed correctly leading to ineffectiveness in the

product. In addition, from our interview with the operations manager at Comcast Center, we were

informed that the maintenance operators do not like to change them or do not know when to change

them (how does one know that the urinals have been used 10,000 times?). Hence, they change the

cartridges every 3 months.

Clogging of sanitary sewer lines.

 Because of the extremely low flow of liquids in a waterless urinal system, especially in a warehouse

setting, the pipes that drain the liquids are susceptible to clogging. This has also led to some

unintended odors. To solve this problem Liberty is considering the use of storm water to flush out the

sanitary system periodically.

Strike by the Plumber’s Union.

 The Plumber’s Union claimed that the waterless urinals would take away work opportunities. They also

made claims that these urinals were unhygienic. The Philadelphia's Plumbing Advisory Board approved

the waterless urinals on after a compromise, which stated that the building's owners and city officials

would monitor the performance of the waterless urinals. Piping that would allow water to flow to the

urinals in case they needed to be converted was installed in the Comcast Center.



Unintended Consequences
Porous/Reflective Parking Lot

In the case of the Navy Yard, Liberty came up with the

idea of the reflective parking lot to reduce heat island

effects around the building. Instead of having a

contractor come to them with the idea and experience

Liberty had to go out and search for and find a

contractor who had done this before. This was a major

challenge for Liberty, if they did not find a competent

contractor the idea could have been a disaster.

Unintended Consequences:
The maintenance and upkeep of the parking lot was

under-planned. It turns out that it does cost more than

a common asphalt parking lot. The granule material

used break loose quite easily and “Lot Sweeping” has

to be conducted quarterly to clean the granules ($500

each time). In addition, the road lines would also have

to be repainted after the cleaning and cost $1500 each

time to do it. We were informed by the Operations

Manager of the building that LPT would most likely not

use this feature again in their properties.



Discussion



1. Increased Daylight (e.g. Open/curtain windows, atriums)

 Terry Thomas Building, Seattle

2. Water-saving features (low-flow faucets and toilets, waterless urinals)

 Proximity Hotel, North Carolina

 Bank of America Tower, New York City

3. Encourage the use of alternative transportation

 Sidwell Friends Middle School, Washington D.C.

4. Recycling Programs

 Nusta Spa, Washington D.C.

 Microsoft Redmond Campus‟s green restaurant

5. Low-VOC Emitting Materials

 Nusta Spa, Washington D. C.

6. Solar and Heat Reduction System (e.g. sunshades)

 Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore

7. Preserving and Utilizing Green Space

 Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore

8. Smart Water Management

 Green-roofs to sequester rainwater and reduce stormwater runoff at
Sidwells Friends Middle School, Washington D.C..

9. Use of industrial by-products and recycled materials

 Nusta Spa, Washington D.C.

 Proximity hotel, North Carolina

Discussion: Comparison with Literature Review

Similarities Unique Learning Points from Literature Review
1. Energy Generation and Co-generation

 Use of solar panels and wind energy at Dynamic Tower, Dubai.

 Energy generated onsite to ensure that energy is not lost  Bank of

America Tower, NYC.

 Methane capturing for power generation at Top Deck Dairy Inc. Westgate,
Iowa.

 Rice University Biodiesel fuel generation from collection of waste cooking
oil from dining hall around campus

2. Use of 100% biodegradable food service products

 Microsoft Redmond Campus

3. Use of passive methods for cooling and reducing heat gain

 Unique “funnel”-shaped design of hospital building to channel prevailing
winds through hospital to cool building and reduce air-conditioning costs

 Use of “Double-skinned” building envelope to reduce heat gain at
Cleveland Clinic, Abu Dhabi

4. Developments to serve and educate the community

 Storm water detention pond converted to a “health-promoting” park to
serve needs of community.

 Sidwells Friends Middle School treats wastewater from kitchen and
bathrooms at a constructed wetland between the new and old wings of the
school and the wetland is also used as a “living laboratory” for classes in
the life sciences.

 “Education Center for Sustainable Practices” at Proximity Hotel
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The team researched on case studies demonstrating innovative sustainable design and practices around the world and across different industries. In these case studies, we

noted some similarities as well as differences in terms of sustainable design features and practices adopted by LPT. Features that LPT share with other case studies from our

research imply that they have proven considerable benefits (e.g. energy-savings, financially feasible, etc) and therefore have been adopted by multiple organizations. In

addition, these features could have been around for a longer period of time. We also noted some sustainable innovations that were unique, which LPT or other companies

wanting to implement sustainability could consider in their future projects. Please refer to Appendix 1 for details on these case studies.



 Consider developing parks and implementing community
education programs for sustainability. Programs and features that
benefit the entire community in the area as a whole as opposed to just
the tenants would help to boost the image of LPT and provide extra LEED
credits.

 Consider co-generation plants for larger buildings in colder climates.
Having a generator in the building can produce both electricity and heat
for the building, thereby maximizing the energy produced by a generator
and reduces significant electrical transmission losses compared to
buildings that buy power from centralized power plants. However, many
of LPT‟s buildings are smaller, so this may only be applicable to their
major urban high-rise projects.

 Encourage that tenants seek LEED Commercial Interior
certification. Currently, this would be difficult given the market
conditions. However, LPT can use this period to conduct educational
workshops to gain tenant buy-in, so that during economy upswing, they
would consider LEED certification more seriously.

 Encourage the renewal and continuing use of Tradable
Renewable Certificates. TRCs enable the building to gain LEED Credit
for the purchase of renewable energy credits. Unfortunately, these
contracts only last for 2 years and building owners do not have
incentives to renew them once they expire (since they have already
gotten LEED points and that renewable energy costs a little more).

 Encourage the use of more recycled content and industrial by-
products. The use of recycled materials are less expensive and better
for the environment.

 Incorporate the passive cooling technologies such as the use of
wind tunnels to cool air in building design and layout. This can be done
to increase natural ventilation in buildings in warmer climates that
require air-conditioning.

Discussion: Recommendations 
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Discussion: Reflections

When some people think of sustainability radical images of architecture and ground breaking forms

of engineering may come to mind. Although this can be the case for many companies looking to

make a name for themselves, this has not always been the case for LPT. In the realm of real estate

where net operating income and return of investment numbers are often cited and looked at when

making business decisions, the possibilities to implement such radical forms of sustainability are few

and far between. Often these radical forms are unproven, speculative ideas that have not been

implemented before and their benefits and consequences are unknown.

Because of this the majority of the initiatives and practices set forth by LPT have proven, existing

and well documented benefits and consequences. After speaking with LPT, we were able to

compile a list of “best practices” that have been used both across the country and in certain

geographic locations.



Discussion: Reflections

Although these “best practices” are widely used across their portfolio, LPT has recently discovered

some unintended consequences resulting from their use. One such example would be the use of

waterless or low flow plumbing fixtures, which has had a few unintended consequences. The first

being the backlash felt from the Plumbers Union, who felt that the use of such technologies would

reduce the work of its members. Also in some applications, mainly industrial, the amount of flow

through pipes is so minimal that it is insufficient in removing waste water. Another practice that has

had unintended consequences is the use of white TPO roofs in northern climates. In these regions

temperature fluctuations in winter months cause continuous freezing and thawing of water which can

lead to failure of the roof membrane. Also in winter months maintenance work performed on the

roof must be done with caution due to the ice buildup that can occur.

However we were pleased to see that in some instances LPT has strayed from the “best practices”

path and implemented some practices that are quite radical and unproven. These include the use of

bottom ash as a substrate material in the JohnsonDiversy warehouse and the use of a porous and

reflective parking lot at the Navy Yard office building. In both instances Liberty went “outside the box”

to not only gain LEED credit but gain knowledge and experience that they could use in future

projects. This goes to show that even in a field driven by the triple bottom line, there is always room

for innovation and creativity.



In a company as large and geographically diverse as Liberty Property Trust, it can sometimes to be difficult to implement

change and encourage new ways of thinking. Because of this we feel that the best practice and the most likely reason for

LPT’s success is the way in which their organization is structured. The decision to make the shift towards a sustainable

approach came from upper management but the way in which the company has involved all levels of management and

employees has resulted in a company-wide adoption of the policy. Devising and implementing a corporate-wide strategy is

often hard enough but the level of “buy-in” we have witnessed at LPT is extremely difficult to achieve.

The company-wide acceptance of the strategy is one of the deciding factors of its success, however it is not the only one.

The employees themselves have much to do with the success or failure of a strategy. After hours of meetings with

members of LPT across the country, both in person and over the phone, we believe it is safe to say that LPT has the right

people in the right places.

LPT has developed innovate approaches to solving some of these issues through experimentation and research, adopting

best practices, engaging LEED consultants and conducting continuous reviews of their sustainable practices across their

portfolio. However, LPT also faces multiple issues and challenges in development, marketing and leasing, and maintenance

and operations, These challenges include the buy-in of stakeholders such as senior management, tenants and other

significant bodies such as unionized associations (e.g. the Plumber’s Union) as well as negotiating with contract parties to

that their business model remains profitable.

In the field of real estate, tenant retention is key to success and LPT’s organizational structure and processes has helped

the company to foster and facilitate satisfaction amongst their tenants. LPT’s model for managing sustainable practices will

be highly valuable to other companies intending to adopt sustainable practices, but we also recognize that sustainability is a

continually evolving field, and that there are still challenges that should be addressed and lessons that can be learnt from

LPT’s case studies that had unintended consequences.

It is one thing for a company to say that they mean business, but it is another thing when they actually do what they say.

Other companies thinking about a shift towards sustainability have much to learn from LPT. If other companies, especially

those in real estate, are thinking towards a shift in the right direction a look at Liberty’s organization structure would get

going in the right direction.

Conclusion
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Appendix 1: Selected Case Studies from Literature Review 

1. Dynamic Tower, Dubai

2. Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore

3. Cleveland Clinic, Abu Dhabi

4. Sidwell Friends’ Middle School, Washington DC

5. Proximity Hotel, North Carolina

6. Nusta Spa, Washington D.C.

7. Bank of America Tower, New York City

8. Top Deck Diary, Inc. Westgate, Iowa

9. Rice University Biodiesel Initiative, Houston, Texas.

10. Terry Thomas Building, Seattle



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2010 DUBAI

DYNAMIC TOWER



Profile

The Dynamic Tower, designed by Italian
Architect David Fisher, is the world's first
building in motion, where each of the 80
floors of the tower rotates independently at
different speeds and in different directions,
resulting in a ever-revolving shape.

The building is mixed-use office and
residential building with a hotel. Levels 1
through 20 will consist of prime office space;
levels 21 to 35 is slated for a luxury hotel;
floors 36 through 70 will be comprised of
residential apartments; and the highest 10
floors will be designated as luxury villas.

The Dynamic Tower is located in a prime
location in Dubai and is developed by the
Rotating Tower Dubai Development Limited
at a cost of $700 mil.

DYNAMIC TOWER



The Dynamic Tower will be able to generate
enough renewable energy to power itself and
five other buildings in the vicinity.

ENERGY GENERATION

Sustainable Design Features

Carbon-fiber wind turbines are installed
horizontally between each rotating floor and
can generate up to 1.2 mil kilowatt-hours of
energy.

Turbines do not obstruct building occupants‟
views and extremely quiet due to specially
designed-fin shape.

Uses photovoltaic ink on each roof of each
rotating floor to produce solar energy.

Rotation of building allows approximately
20% of each roof on each floor to be
exposed to sunlight. With 80 floors, this
building the equivalent roofing space of 10
similar-sized buildings.

WIND ENERGY

SOLAR ENERGY

DYNAMIC TOWER



SUSTAINABLE BUILDING 

MATERIALS

Modular construction of building greatly

reduces 30% of construction time

compared to a skyscraper of the same

size. 90% of the tower will be pre-

fabricated in a factory (safer for

workers) and transported to construction

site.

Also significant reductions in energy

usage, construction waste, noise, dust

and fumes.

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

DYNAMIC TOWER

Natural and recyclable materials such as

stone, marble, glass and wood are used.

Insulated glass and structural insulating

panels employed to reduce building heat

gain.

Sustainable Design Features



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2010 SINGAPORE

KHOO TECK PUAT HOSPITAL



Profile

The Khoo Teck Puat Hospital is the first public hospital
to be built in a decade. It is a 550-bedded acute
hospital, and is part of the Ministry of Health‟s plans of
an integrated care system, where step-down facilities
are located as well.

The hospital facilities are comprised of a specialist
outpatient clinic, a private patient tower and a
subsidized patient tower. The hospital is located next to
a storm water detention pond, which will be
redeveloped into a health-promoting community park
as part of an integrated community wellness concept.

Khoo Teck Puat Hospital was awarded the Building
Construction Authority‟s Greenmark Platinum Award
(Singapore‟s equivalent of LEED).

KHOO TECK PUAT HOSPITAL



Gas-powered combined with extensive use of
natural ventilation, cooling and heating
systems will reduce energy demand by 50%
of what other hospitals in Singapore
consumes. This translates to utilities cost
savings exceeding $1 mil/year.

ENERGY SAVINGS

Sustainable Design Features

A storm water detention pond next to the
hospital will be landscaped and redeveloped
into a health-promoting park (incorporating
ecological features such as wet marshlands,
scented gardens, etc) for community
residents, patients and visitors‟ recreation,
education, fitness and for the hospital‟s
rehabilitative programs. The pond‟s greenery
will also generate cooling effect on hospital
environment.

The hospital is also designed around the
pond to provide views of the ponds from all
areas on the ground floor of the hospital to
aid in way-finding.

THE POND

KHOO TECK PUAT HOSPITAL



Sunshades designed to protect patients from
direct glare of sunlight, while re-directing
sunlight to brighten inpatient rooms, reducing
need for electric lighting.

MAXIMIZING DAYLIGHT

Sustainable Design Features

WIND TUNNEL
A unique “funnel”-shaped design of hospital
buildings act to channel prevailing winds into
center of hospital, as part of a passive
strategy to cool about 70% of the hospital that
are not air-conditioned.

Additional fins were added along the building
wall to channel prevailing winds into the
building.

Wind tunnel tests shown that the fins
enhanced air flow from 2% to 30%.

The increased natural ventilation also
improves indoor air quality and reduces rates
of infection by air transmission.

PREVAILING WIND

KHOO TECK PUAT HOSPITAL



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2012 ABU DHABI

CLEVELAND CLINIC



Profile

The Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi Hospital will be a
unique extension of the Cleveland Clinic model,
providing a spectrum of specialty services that
are designed to cater to the Middle-eastern
demographic. It is pitched as a “seven-star”
hospital that will have 360 inpatient rooms
including VIP suites, 324 consultation rooms,
operation theaters and will offer 13 specialist
medical programs ranging from oncology to
nephrology.

The high temperatures, high humidity, frequency
of sand storms and water shortages in Abu Dhabi
pose extreme challenges to creating a
comfortable and healing environment for patients.
Innovative sustainable design features such as
the double skin defensive buffer zone and water
recovery systems have been devised to alleviate
these challenges.

CLEVELAND CLINIC



A building envelop or “double-skin”
surrounding the building provides a
defensive buffer zone to keep the
heat out from the building core,
while allowing daylight to infiltrate
into patient rooms.

Centrally cooled air is supplied to the
building and the hot air is exhausted
from the top of the building. This
heat exchange system lowers energy
usage for cooling and reduces
contamination by air-borne diseases.

BUILDING ENVELOPE

Sustainable Design Features

CLEVELAND CLINIC 



Air distribution by displacement lowers the
cooling load by reducing chiller-plant
requirements, allowing for up to 25% energy and
water savings. It also allows for a larger quantity
of air to be supplied than with conventional
mixing ventilation and serves to improve
infection control.

DISPLACEMENT VENTILATION

Sustainable Practices

CLEVELAND CLINIC 

HEAT AND CONDENSATE 

RECOVERY

Exhaust heat from kitchen equipment and other
machinery will be captured and reused.

Potable water use will be restricted for Medical
cooling and building systems equipment.

Reclaimed condensate and grey water will be
used for cooling and irrigation.



CLEVELAND CLINIC 

PREDICTED ENERGY 

SAVINGS WITH SOLAR 

HEATING OF WATER

PREDICTED WATER 

SAVINGS WITH GREY 

WATER AND CONDENSATE 

RECOVERY

Source: Ted Jacob, PE, Ted Jacob Engineering, USA
(Hospital Build Asia Conference 2009)

Reclaimed Water

Solar Hot Water

Sustainable Practices



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2007 WASHINGTON DC

SIDWELL FRIENDS MIDDLE SCHOOL



Profile

Sidwell Friends School is a
co-educational, Quaker day
school for students in pre-K
through 12th grade. In 2007,
the school‟s expansion was
completed, allow it to
enhance curriculum with an
environmental focus due to
the numerous green features
that its new campus
provided.

The school uses 60% less
energy than a conventional
school and has planted more
than 80% native plant
species on site. The project
was designed by Kieran
Timberlake Associates, LLP
and has been certified LEED
Platinum by USGBC.

SIDWELL FRIENDS MIDDLE SCHOOL



A constructed wetland between the new and
old wings of the school allows for the
treatment of wastewater from the kitchen
and bathrooms. The wetland, with over 80
native species of plants also serves as a
“living laboratory” for classes in the life
sciences. The treated water then is reused in
toilets and cooling towers.

A green roof was added to the school, which
allows for students to grow vegetables and
herbs and sequester rainwater and reduce
stormwater runoff. Excess water is directed
to the courtyard‟s pond and rain garden,
which will then be purified by the filters and
swales.

These smart water management features
allowed for 90% reduction in municipal
water use.

SMART WATER MANAGEMENT

Sustainable Practices

SIDWELL FRIENDS MIDDLE SCHOOL
LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



Lightshelves, passive solar design and shading
devices bounce daylight deep into the building
while preventing glare and heat gain.

To prevent heat gain, high levels of thermal
insulation, operable skylights, windows and
cooling towers passively exhaust hot air and
reduces the need for mechanical cooling.

SOLAR AND HEAT 

REDUCTION SYSTEM

Sustainable Practices

ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY 

TRANSPORTATION
The school is conveniently located near a Metro
stop and several bus lines, and has bicycle
storage and showers to encourage school
members to use environmentally-friendly modes
of transport. Parking spaces are located
underground to reduce stormwater runoff and
the urban heat-island effect.

SIDWELL FRIENDS MIDDLE SCHOOL
LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2007 NORTH CAROLINA

PROXIMITY HOTEL 



Profile
Proximity Hotel is a 147-room hotel
with a Four Diamond Rating. It was
the first hotel in US to achieve LEED
Platinum. It has 7,000 square feet of
conference and event space and a
full-service restaurant. Other
amenities include a spacious fitness
studio, outdoor swimming pool, and a
“guest living room” on each floor.

Each guest room has 50 square-foot
windows , custom furnishings, high
definition television, Magi beds and
designer bathrooms. Despite these
luxurious elements, the hotel
achieved USGBC‟s LEED - New
Construction Platinum in 2008.

“We made sure none of our sustainable practices caused one iota of sacrifice in comfort for our 
guests.” Dennis Quaintance, Chief Design Officer and President of Quaintance-Weaver, the owner of 
Proximity

PROXIMITY HOTEL LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



About 46% of the materials were sourced
regionally. Building materials with recycled
content include reinforced steel with 90%
post consumer recycled content, National
Gypsum Wall board 100%, asphalt 25% and
staircase steel 50%. About 87% of
construction waste was recycled, diverting
1,535 tons of debris from landfills.

Most of the furniture was made within 18
miles of the site, reducing carbon emissions
from the transport of these materials.

The bistro bar in the restaurant was
constructed from already dead native walnut
trees, brought down by storm or disease.

Regional vendors and artists were used to
create local art pieces for the hotel‟s rooms to
reduce transportation costs and packaging.
The artist-in-residence‟s temporary studio was
located next to the hotel to minimize
transportation of the art pieces.

LOCAL SOURCING OF MATERIALS AND USE OF RECYCLABLES 

Sustainable Design Features

PROXIMITY HOTEL LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



The hotel has an “Education Center for
Sustainable Practices” to provide tours of
sustainable features of the hotel for hotel
guests and conducts a sustainable practice
symposia and outreach programs to students
of all ages. The hotel also implemented a
management system that continuously
educates staff on ways to improve
performance with and understanding
environmental sustainability.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Sustainable Practices

WATER CONSERVATION

By installing high-efficiency Kohler plumbing
fixtures such as low-flow toilets that use 1.2
gallons per flush, waterless urinals, and low-
flow faucets, the hotel uses 34% less water (2
million gallons) than a building of the same
size.

PROXIMITY HOTEL LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



Sustainable Practices
ENERGY SAVING
A green, vegetated rooftop was planted on the restaurant to
reduce the “urban heat island effect”, reducing energy
needed for refrigeration and air conditioning. It also slows
the ran runoff and insulates the rooftop, keeping the building
cooler overall.

The restaurant uses a series of sensors to set the power of
its hoods according to need and adjusts to a lower level of
operation. In addition, the restaurant‟s refrigeration uses
geothermal energy instead of the conventional water-cooled
system.

It was the first hotel in North America to use the
Regenerative Drive model of the Otis‟ Gen2 elevator,
reducing net energy usage by capturing the system‟s energy
and feeds it back into the building‟s electrical grid.

100 solar panels on the rooftop heats up about 60% of the
water for both the hotel and restaurant. The large 50 square-
foot windows allow for abundant natural lighting and
connects guests rooms to the outdoors.

As a result of these green features, the building uses 41%
less energy than a conventional hotel and restaurant of the
same size.

PROXIMITY HOTEL LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



PROJECT

COMPLETION DATE LOCATION2004 WASHINGTON DC

NUSTA SPA 



Profile
While many spa consultants and designers
have begun exploring sustainable design
solutions, Nusta Spa is the world‟s first spa
ever to be accepted into the USGBC‟s LEED
pilot program for commercial interiors and the
first spa ever to be certified LEED Gold. Its
other accolades include the DC AIA‟s
Presidential Citation for Sustainable Design
and the Hospitality Design Award for Creative
Achievement in Sustainable Design.

In creating Nusta spa, the designers were
guided by the spa‟s commitment to
environmental sustainability and philosophy
that spans from the client and the earth. Non-
toxic, rapidly renewable and recycled materials
manufactured in an environmentally friendly
way were used to create a high-performance,
green and healthier environment for Nusta
Spa‟s guests and employees.

NUSTA SPA LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED



A number of ways to reuse existing materials,
consume recyclables and reduction of waste were
employed in developing the spa. Carpets used in
the spa are composed of more than 50% recycled
content and rapidly renewable resources produced
locally in Virginia. Ceramic tiles in the bathrooms
are composed of over 50% recycled materials. The
stone floors and walls were quarried within 500
miles of Washington DC, and the use of local
materials also supports the regional economy and
reduces environmental damage from long distance
transportation.

LOCAL SOURCING OF MATERIALS AND USE OF 

RECYCLABLES 

Sustainable Design Features

Most of the spa‟s furniture were manufactured by
a vendor that uses returnable and reusable
packaging and pre-consumer and post-consumer
recycled content.

NUSTA SPA LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED



Nusta Spa has a back room dedicated to the
collection, separation, and storage of
materials for recycling, including paper,
corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics and
metals.

RECYCLING OPERATIONS

Sustainable Practices

All nine of its treatment rooms feature highly
energy efficient LED colored lighting, which
besides uses nearly 75% less energy than
incandescent bulbs, also creates the full-color
ambient lighting used for the spa‟s Ayurvedic
Color Light Therapy treatment. The spa also
uses the energy-efficient Energy Star*
compliances ranging from refrigerator and
dishwasher to reduce energy costs.

ENERGY SAVING EQUIPMENT

NUSTA SPA LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED



Bamboo is used throughout the spa‟s finishing
to achieve both aesthetic and environmental
goals, since bamboo is a sustainable material
due to its short harvest cycle, and requires
less land to cultivate. The ceiling was reused
from another renovation project, while an oak
wall was built from salvaged beams of an old
barn in rural Pennsylvania.

SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Sustainable Practices

Paints and adhesives containing Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs) were avoided as
these could potentially harm and irritate
guests and employees. Eco-friendly paints,
adhesives and sealants with limited or no
contaminants were used instead.

NUSTA SPA LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED



Sustainable Practices

SUSTAINABLE SPA OPERATIONS

NUSTA SPA 

The spa went beyond sustainable
design to operate as sustainably as
possible. For example, it uses only
organic products and its own line of
skincare with sustainably-sourced
ingredients that avoids ingredients
like parabens and petrochemicals.

The spa also uses eco-friendly paper
and ink to print collaterals, spa menu
and name cards.

LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED



BANK OF AMERICA TOWER

• First skyscraper designed to attain a 

Platinum LEED Certification

• Constructed of 55% concrete and 45% 

slag (manufacturing byproduct of blast 

furnaces)

• Cooling system produces and stores 

ice during off-peak hours

• Waterless urinals will save millions of 

gallons of water (from 3-8 million 

gallons per year)

• Cogeneration plant on the premise

Sustainable Practices

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT & DESIGN

LEED PLATINUM 

CERTIFIED



TOP DECK DAIRY, INC. WESTGATE, IOWA

Top Deck Diary’s Methane Recovery Initiative
 Cost $500,000 after $450,000 of grants were received 

($950,000 total)
 Captured methane is used to power 150-horsepower engine 

that runs a 100kW generator and 30kW microturbine
 Produces  864,000 kWh of electricity annually, enough to 

power 100 homes for a year

Methane Energy Recovery

 Methane is a greenhouse gas

 Large amount of methane is direct result of animal manure 

(Iowa alone produces 81 million pounds of manure annually)

 Methane is produced by the decomposition of organic 

materials in an anaerobic (oxygen-free) environment.

 Methane recovery involves capturing the gas before it is 

released into the air and turning it into a usable form of 

energy

Benefits

 Reduce odor and potential of harmful spread 

of bacteria such as E. coli and Salmonella

 Energy content of methane is very similar to 

natural gas allowing us to use less fossil fuels

 Government and industry incentives to build 

facility

Drawbacks

 High costs of implementing technological 

system

 Very site specific, each application is different

Sustainable Practices



RICE UNIVERSITY BIODIESEL INITIATIVE

• Biodiesel fuel created by converting used waste cooking oil

• Students from different fields collect cooking oil from dining halls and cafes 

around campus 

• It is then brought to a central location and processed into fuel

• With the assistance of faculty and staff, students have designed and built 

several reactors, a condenser, and all the various equipment necessary to 

have a successful biodiesel plant.

• Students have analyzed both the acid-base process and the two step base 

process as well as learned how to create biodiesel meeting ASTM 

specifications through testing with a gas chromatograph.

• RUBI's mission is not just to product biodiesel. It is a way for undergraduate and 

graduate students to work together to perform research and gain hands-on 

experience in design and production.

• It is also an opportunity to inform the broader community about the benefits of 

biodiesel.

• Initiated in 2005-2006 school year using 200mL beakers and now uses a 70 

gallon reactor able to produce 50-100 gallons of fuel each week

• Fuel powers diesel engines in the Facilities Engineering & Planning fleet, as well 

as a van belonging to Housing and Dining, and a campus shuttle bus.

Sustainable Practices

BIODIESEL FUEL

SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION



Sustainable Practices
 Certified LEED-CS GOLD

 Sustainable Construction

 Constructed using recycled steel, aluminum 

and fly ash concrete. 

 Building was constructed on a brownfield site

 Maximizing daylight by providing floor to ceiling 

windows

 Use of passive cooling methods with 

electronically-controllable windows for ventilation 

and a open central atrium.

 Tinted window shades to reduce air-conditioning 

needs

 Conservation of water by storing rainwater in 

tanks to be used for janitorial purposes.

 Low flow faucets and waterless urinals

 Only low VOC materials are used inside the 

building.

 Building is located close to all forms of public 

transportations.

TERRY THOMAS BUILDING, SEATTLE LEED GOLD 

CERTIFIED
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